This paper deals with the two-machine total completion time flow shop problem. We present a so-called matheuristic post processing procedure that improves the objective function value with respect to the solutions provided by state of the art procedures. The proposed procedure is based on the positional completion times integer programming formulation of the problem with O(n 2 ) variables and O(n) constraints.
Introduction
In the present work a matheuristic solution approach is proposed for minimizing the total (or average) completion time in a 2-machine flow shop problem (F 2| | C i in the threefields notation of Graham et al. 1979) . In a 2-machine flow-shop environment a set of jobs N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is to be scheduled on two machines, and each job i ∈ N is made up of two operations, the first one (respectively, the second) requiring to run continuously for p 1i (resp. p 2i ) units of time on the first (resp. second) machine. For each job, the second operation cannot begin if the first one is not completed. The completion time C i of a job i ∈ N in a schedule S is defined as the completion time of its second operation. The F 2| | C i problem calls for finding a schedule S that minimizes
The problem is known to be NP-complete (Garey et al. 1976) ; also, at least an optimal solution is known to be a permutation schedule, where the (operations of the) jobs share the same sequence on both machines. Thus we deal equivalently with the permutation flow shop problem F 2|perm| C i . The flow shop problem is one of the oldest and best F. Della Croce ( ) · F. Salassa D.A.I., Politecnico di Torino, Turin, Italy e-mail: federico.dellacroce@polito.it A. Grosso Dip. Informatica, Università di Torino, Turin, Italy known production scheduling models and the available literature is extensive. We refer to Taillard (1990) , Ruiz and Maroto (2005) Matheuristics are methods that recently attracted the attention of the community of researchers, suddenly giving rise to an impressive amount of work in a few years. Matheuristics lye on the general idea of exploiting the strength of both metaheuristic algorithms and exact methods as well, leading to a "hybrid" approach (see Maniezzo et al. 2009 ), but because of their novelty there is no unique classification nor a consolidated working framework in the field; hence, it is hard to state a pure and sharp definition of these methods.
A distinguishing feature is often the exploitation of nontrivial mathematical programming tools as part of the solution process. For example, in Fischetti and Lodi (2003) a sophisticated Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solver is used for analyzing very large neighborhoods in the solution space.
A crucial issue also underlined in Maniezzo et al. (2009) , is that the structure of these methods is not a priori defined and in fact a solution approach can be built in many different ways. As a general example, one can construct a matheuristic algorithm based on an overarching well known Metaheuristic, a Variable Neighborhood Search for example (Della Croce and Salassa 2008; Hansen and Mladenovic 2001) , with search phases realized by an exact algorithm as well as by a MILP solver. A different, more loosely coupled approach could be a two-stage procedure: a first heuristic procedure is applied to the problem for generating a starting solution and then a post processing "refinement" procedure is applied exploiting, for example, some peculiar properties of the mathematical formulation of the problem under analysis; this second example is the core idea of the present work.
Pursuing the above sketched idea of a two-stage procedure, we couple a heuristic algorithms like RBS with a neighborhood search based on a MILP formulation solved by means of a commercial tool. The two-stage approach is appealing because of its simplicityallowing to tinker with building blocks plus some glue-code-and for the possibility of concentrating more on modeling the neighborhood instead of building up the search procedure. Exploiting this idea we get very good results, improving solution's quality over the state of the art heuristics.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 a MILP model for the problem is recalled and the proposed matheuristic procedure is described. In Sect. 3 computational results are reported, and final remarks are given in Sect. 4.
A preliminary version of the discussed results has been presented at the EvoCop 2011 conference (Della Croce et al. 2011 ).
